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ABSTRACT
Many diverse approaches have developed in order to characterize the spatial
distribution of landscape features (particularly vegetation pattern). While technically variable,
the data used in landscape characterization can be assigned into one of two categories - those
that are spectrally derived from remotely sensed data and those that are ecologically relevant
resource gradients. The remote sensing approach uses empirical relationships between land
cover classes and spectral reflectance to classify a landscape, whereas the biological approach
uses physiological and ecological relationships in defining geographic suitability for different
species. Remote sensing approaches are limited in their ability to distinguish vegetation classes
at the species scale, while biological approaches are limited in their ability to identify nonvegetated features on the landscape. In this thesis, an integrated method that combines these
complimentary approaches is developed and compared to the individual spectral and biological
approaches. The result is an accurate land cover pattern distribution that is able to resolve tree
cover at the species level, while retaining the ability to define disturbed and non-vegetated
areas.
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Introduction

A fund am ental mo tivation of ecological study is an understanding o f the distribution
and abundance of sp ecies (llicklefs 2001 ). In order to appreciate biological pattern in a
mechanistic manner, an understanding of the environmental context and physical processes
that determine abundance and distribution must be addressed, processes which are distributed
spatially upon (and dictated by) the heterogen eous landscape (Bridge 1997) . T o a large extent,
it is the distribution o f physiologically relevant resources (e.g., sunlight, soil nutrients, water)
on the landscape that dictates the distribution of plant species upon that landscape. In addition
to the physical environment, ecological interactions with other sp ecies work to shape the
actual distribution of plants on the landscape (such as competition and predator-prey
interaction s) . It is this ecological framework that underlies the patterns of landscape-scale plant
distribution, and characterization of these patterns (in association w ith non-vegetated
components of the landscape) has been a recurrent interest in the fi elds o f ecology and
biogeography. With the emergence o f the ability to collect and organize geographic data
within a G eographic Information System (GIS) framework, particularly resource distributi on s
and remotely sensed data, a characterization of plant sp ecies arrangement over the landscape
has become increasingly accessible, altho ugh approaches h ave been varied (Franklin 1995,
Carpenter et al. 1999).
D espite the wide range of approaches available, the metho d s for predictive land cover
classification (and spatial vegetation mod elling in particular) can be assigned into one of two
different categories, based on the data that they use. These approaches are either based o n an
empirical, remote sensing methodology (e.g. Running et al. 1995, V ogelmann et al. 1998,
Mayaux et al. 2000) or an ecological niche, resource gradient methodology (Palmer and Van
Staden 1992, Busing et al. 1993, Allen and Peet 1990). The array of modelling techniques
currently available has arisen in response to the array of different scales of pattern (and
precision) of investigati on. The desired resolution o f landscape features ranges greatly
depending on the purpose of the inves tigatio n. From a vegetatio n perspective, the biological
scale of inves tigation has ranged fro m that of individual sp ecies to t hat of functi onal and
structural vegetation groups. When combined with the range of spa tial and temporal scales of
p ossible ecological interest, it is understandable that many different technical approaches have
develop ed to characterize such diverse patterns.
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Depending on the particular type of pattern one wishes to characterize, there exist
many different modelling techniques and statistical methodologies. In a remote sensing
approach, the array of data types (e.g. multi and hyperspectral, radar) and collection techniques
and platforms /sensors (e.g. Landsat ETM+, IKONOS, Radarsat) each have associated
processing protocols (Franklin 2001 ). The types of remote sensing based techniques include
pixel-based classification and objected oriented approaches, using statistical classifications
including maximum likelihood estimation (e.g. Green et al. 1998), regression tree approaches
(CART) (e.g. Lawrence and Wright 2001 ) and neural networks (e.g. Carpenter et al. 1999) .
Biologically based models of vegetation pattern are similarly varied in techniques, varying in
the resource variables that are chosen, field data collection protocols, and the vegetation types
of interest. For instance, Allen and Peet (1990) use soil pH and nitrogen content, elevation,
and moisture gradients to predict forest community composition, Bridge and Johnson (2000)
use soil nutrients soil moisture to determine plant community distribution in the boreal forest,
and Palmer and Van Staden (1992) use annual rainfall and elevation to characterize veldtland
vegetation. It is not surprising then, given the number of data sources and technical
methodologies that exist within each the remote sensing and biological approaches, that little
research has attempted to bridge the two different categories of predictive vegetation
modelling. This bridge involves the examination of the contribution of physiologically relevant
resource data (derived from a mechanistic first principles approach) to a remote sensing based
classification algorithm, and producing an integrated approach.

Remote Sensing Empirical Approach
The remote sensing approach to land cover classification has proven an efficient
method for characterizing both structural/ functional vegetation cover classes as well as nonvegetated areas within the study image (Franklin 2001, Wylie et al. 2002). Through the use of
multi-spectral reflectance information, various textural measures, transformations, and band
ratios, images that contain a mix of both vegetated and non-vegetated land cover have been
accurately classified (Lillesand and I<.iefer 1994, Anys and He 1995, Franklin and Wilson 1994).
Remote sensing approaches have been particularly effective in the identification of nonvegetated or human altered land cover classes, and have been able to identify these features
with a great deal of accuracy Gensen 2000). As these features are often very internally
homogeneous in structure (e.g. croplands, snow-covered peaks, etc.), or are very distinct in
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some spectral (textural or reflective) property, they are readily identified by approaches such as
a maximum likelihood classification Qensen 2000). Because these features are often so
spectrally distinct, a causal mechanism is not necessarily required for an accurate
characterization of their distribution pattern on the landscape.
Typically with remote sensing, mapping of patterns of plant occurrence and nonvegetated land cover classes has been empirically derived, based upon spectral signatures
derived from multispectral, remotely sensed imagery (Franklin 2001 ). Remote sensing
classification algorithms are trained to recognize and identify a signature class reflectance, and
apply land cover labels to all areas of the landscape image that have a statistically similar
signature (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994). In considering broad coverage classes at a relatively
coarse landscape scale, this is an efficient process, as broad coverage classes are often easily
spectrally delineated and distinguished from other classes. In terms of vegetation cover,
remote sensing approaches have demonstrated high levels of accuracy and precision in the
delineation of classes that are based on either functional (e.g. deciduous or coniferous canopy
types) or structural characteristics (e.g. woody shrublands versus grasslands versus forested
areas) (Goel 1988, Gausmann et al. 1969). Again, these land class distinctions are amenable to
classification through remote sensing in that their spectral (or spectral temporal) properties are
distinct enough from each other in that they are easily identifiable.
Remote sensing approaches to assess and examine patterns of vegetation cover have
also proven a highly efficient method for monitoring both biological and non-biological land
cover changes. Remote sensing is particularly valuable in quantifying and characterizing
temporal dynamics of both land cover evolution Qensen et al. 1997) and seasonal patterns in
plant community structure (Rogan et al. 2002, Reed et al. 1994, Thoma et al. 2002). As change
in structural composition and coverage size is visually distinct and detectable spectrally (Lyon
et al. 1988), remote sensing provides an ideal method to quantify these changes. The ability of
these remote sensing methods to distinguish between species is limited however, when
considering the landscape at particular instances in time (i.e. a single static image), as the
spectral characteristics of individual species are often overlapping or are situated in
environmentally (and thus spectrally) heterogeneous areas (Franklin 2001 ). Spectral signatures
of high variance are therefore the result of mixed forest composition (Franklin 2001). The
class discrimination problem is compounded by the fact that species may share similar
physiognomies characterized by similar spectral characteristics (e.g. within coniferous species
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or within deciduous species), and often these data generally cannot be used to map
distributions at a classification finer than the plant community level (Franklin 1995, 1998).
Remote sensing applications to vegetation cover mapping have been very useful in the
examination of vegetation structure or functional groupings, rather than at the species level.
These techniques have a demonstrable applicability in determining features such as leaf area
index (Curran 1983) , water stress (Cohen 1991, Hunt et al. 1997), and plant productivity
(Richardson and Everitt 1992, Haak and Jampoler 1995, Wylie et al. 1995). By grouping
together vegetation into broader classes based on spectral similarities rather than species
identity, the difficulty that arises in differentiating the species signature is circumvented, albeit
at the cost of the class resolution of the resultant classification. Remote sensing methods alone
do not explicitly address mechanistic, ecological principles of tolerance and cannot make
species pattern predictions based on ecological principles (Dymond 1998).
More recently, topographical indices such as elevation, aspect, and slope, and related
derivatives have been incorporated as ancillary data in remote sensing based land cover
classification approaches (e.g. Franklin and Wilson 1991, Chernoff 2001 ), particularly those
targeted at improving the accuracy of vegetated classes. As these are quantitative variables,
they can be easily incorporated into the classification algorithms as additional data b ands.
Classification accuracy has generally been shown to increase through the inclu sion of such
ancillary data (Franklin 2001, Franklin and Wilson 1991), although the classification schemes
involved have remained at a coarser biological scale than that of the species level. Such
geographic and physical variables, while valuable in distinguishing broad land cover categories,
are not variables upon which plant species are arrayed at highly individual and distinct
positions. For instance, a particular species may occur at a range of slope aspects, or at a range
of slope angles, ranges that may overlap with that of other plant species. As species are arrayed
at overlapping positions on these topographic gradients, they are not necessarily highly
separable from each other based on this information. This information is however, potentially
valuable in distinguishing certain plant groups or alliances from each other, broader classes
which often segregate differently along these topographic gradients (Brown 1994).
These methods do not include mapped data in terms of their explicit biological
relevance, but rather as a correlative feature of plant organization that does n ot incorporate a
causal mechanism of vegetative distribution or organization. Measurements of aspect, slope,
and elevation are often the geographic variables that are important in defining the
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physiological resource parameters of a particular location, but these variables in themselves do
not dictate plant occurrence (Dymond 1998). Thus these variables are not sufficient in
explaining why a particular plant species occurs where it does. Further, as the relation between
land cover and these empirical variables is a correlative one, one cannot assume the observed
relationship at one site will necessarily occur in at another study site. Once a relationship has
been defined between spectral reflectance and a land cover class, the exact signatures used to
map one area cannot be applied beyond the area or system in which they were generated, as
the empirical relations are not necessarily consistent between areas or systems (Franklin 2001).

Biolog ical Approach
Models that recognise biologically deterministic elements have drawn upon niche
theory to develop predictive vegetation maps (Brzeziecki et al. 1993, Austin et al. 1994,
Ostendorf and Reynolds 1993). Niche theory asserts that plant species occur in resource
environments that are distinct from other plant species, and that each particular species is
adapted to optimally exploit the resources available in this environment (Forman 1995,
Franklin 2002, Austen and Smith 1989). These models attempt to build biological information
into predictive algorithms that is relevant to plant occurrence, notably data that represents
resource location and resource abundance. These models build upo n niche theory and a
physiological explanation between plant occurrence and geographic situation (Wickham and
Norton 1994). However, in practice these models often do not include the geographic and
spatially contextual drivers (such as the water distribution effects of site slope location and
angle) that define how the resources are distributed. Thus, a characterisation of resource
pattern that is effective in predicting species cover is not generated because resource
description is often subjective, and site characterisation is often based on general
environmental descriptions that are not quantitative measures of resource gradient position.
The resultant plant distributions are thus based upon discrete, ranked indices of plant
resources that are often qualitative in nature (e.g. Whittaker 1973, A llen and Peet 1990) and
cannot produce a precise map with sufficient resolution to partition species distribution based
on environmental tolerance. For example, moisture measures that u se simple rankings do not
necessarily specify a quantitative relation between ranks, and there can be significant variation
in the actual moisture content of locations that are assigned a single rank position (Dymond
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1998). As there is a relative, rather than absolute, relationship defining the resource gradient
under examination, the precision of predictions of plant composition becomes limited by the
coarse nature of categorical indices. As such, similarly to remote sensing approaches, these
studies often attempt to characterise the distribution of plant communities or assemblages,
rather than individual species. The resultant distribution maps are used to reflect regional
patterns at a broad spatial scale. While useful in examining vegetation patterns at the
provincial scale or larger, these patterns are not very informative when more detail is required.
Effective and spatially realistic models of plant distribution that characterise plant
patterns with precise delineation of species tolerance and niche space require sensitivity to
biological requirements (in particular, moisture and energy). These resource requirements are
themselves distributed upon the landscape and lie on gradients defined by geomorphic and
climatic drivers (Bridge and Johnson 2000, Brown 1994, Busing et al. 1993), and quantitative
measurements of these gradients are accessible. These resources need to be addressed in order
to provide a biological explanation of pattern. Topographic measures used in other models
(such as elevation and slope angle) are used as correlated proxies for these resources, but are
not directly controlling factors of plant occurrence (Dymond 1998).
By incorporating quantitative, spatially explicit resource distributions into the
prediction and modelling of plant cover, one begins to incorporate an explanatory element
into the determination of plant pattern. The use of these precise and quantitative resource
measures is then potentially able to delineate the spatial distribution of plants at the species
level, based on niche theory (Bridge 1997). While individual species may overlap in terms of
physiological requirements and tolerance on any particular resource gradient, when numerous
resource gradients are included, a highly species specific resource space is created (Busing
1993). Theoretically, a species will occupy a distinctive position in this space, and the
particular combination of resource gradient positions at a particular geographic location will
determine the species that is present. Thus, a species-level pattern is potentially accessible,
with the spatial precision of the pattern limited by the spatial precision of the resource models.
The precision and accuracy with which these biological resources can be modelled
varies greatly, and the most elaborate spatial models require a large amount of detailed
parameterisation. This parameterisation can involve not only extensive theoretical
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development and testing, but also intensive field sampling and verification, and become highly
site specific and not easily transferred to different systems (Franklin 2002). Resource models
and associated physiological models of resource use can become highly complex, and can
potentially detract from the ultimate goals of predictive vegetation modelling. Often there is a
diminishing return on predictive accuracy in land cover when resource and physiological
models become too detailed and too precise (Franklin 2001 ). Additionally, there exist many
ecological factors (competition, predation, etc.) that can result in actual plant distribution being
different from that predicted through the use of even the most precise resource models
(Brzeziecki et al. 1993). The development of highly elaborate and site specific resource models
is therefore not necessarily the most efficient method to characterise actual plant cover
distribution, nor one that is easily transferable to different systems.
Another limitation to the biological resource approach with regards to characterisation
of land cover is the fact that they are largely limited in application and effectiveness to the
characterisation of biological phenomena. While this makes intuitive sense, the desired
outcome of land cover classification often includes non-biological elements, such as geologic
and man-made features. For example, solar irradiance will have little direct relevance to the
distribution of bare rock areas. Such biological variables have little explanatory relevance to
non-biological features, as these features are distributed on the basis of physical processes or
human land management, rather than a physiological relationship to these variables. The
biological approach uses the distribution of resources on the landscape to predict which
species should be present, and does not include the processes (such as disturbance) that
determine the distribution non-vegetation cover classes. In other words, biological approaches
predict the potential vegetation cover for a particular location, and do not incorporate nonbiological factors. The limitation to this approach is evident in the case where land has been
developed or disturbed. These models will predict a vegetation cover at these locations as the
resource gradient position of these areas would in theory support a particular species.

A Potential H y brid Approach: Study Objectives
Both the remote sensing empirical approach and the biological mechanistic approach
have theoretical and practical advantages and disadvantages regarding the characterisation of
land cover pattern, with respect to both vegetated and non-vegetated classes. However, there
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is little overlap in the limitations that arise with using each data type. By combining the
empirical remote sensing approach with relevant biological information in a predictive
landcover model, one is combining two sets of reasonably independent and complimentary
information. The potential exists for the limitations of each data type to be compensated by
the other, and for an efficient use of the potential information contained by both spectral data
and resource variables.
The remote sensing approach to vegetation classification provides an accessible,
efficient framework within which one can quickly characterise land cover class distribution in
the area of interest. Further, this approach uses existing spectral information to map ground
cover, and does not suffer from the difficulty described above of predicting "potential
classes". This approach utilises actual data regarding ground cover, and is only limited in
discerning ground cover classes by the strength and uniqueness of the spectral signature of the
desired classes. The inclusion of biological resource data provides not only added dimensions
of data, but also the potential to determine species level pattern. Importantly, it includes an
ecological mechanism to explain an ecological pattern - namely the distribution of plant
species on the landscape.
The objective of this study is to develop an efficient predictive model of plant
distribution at the landscape scale, through the combination of simple biological mechanistic
models of moisture and energy, and relevant remotely sensed spectral and topographic data.
This approach aims to reconcile the geographic and biological approaches to vegetation
modelling. In order to determine the value of combining these approaches, first a comparison
of each is executed. Land cover is predicted with only resource gradient data, and mapped
with only spectral data. The outcome of each approach will be characterised and assessed for
accuracy.
The accuracy of both the empirical (remote sensing based) and mechanistic (biological
gradient) models will be assessed through comparison of the predictions to known vegetation
cover. Input variables will be selected to 1) include biologically relevant, niche based
information, 2) minimise redundant information, 3) maximise accuracy of the vegetative map
· and 4) provide the most practical method of modelling plant distribution with the given data
resources. The primary goal of this research is to examine the results of an integrated
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geographic/ ecological approach to land cover classification, and to provide a methodological
framework that is applicable to various geographic location s.

Methods
Study Area
The study area is located in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains within the northeast
region of the Kananaskis Country Provincial Forest Reserve (Figure 1). The study area
includes the Jumpingpound Creek watershed in the north and extend s southwest of the town
of Bragg Creek. A true colour composite (used to show real perceived colour) of the area
appears in Figure 2, based on a Landsat 7 E TM + image. The portion o f Kananaskis Country
under study straddles the topographic transition from the interior plains region to the east, and
the foothills to the west. Geologically, the plains region is characterised b y gently folded
sediments, which lie atop a Precambrian basement. These sediments are derived largely from
elastic deposition of the Mesozoic period, provided by mountainous uplift in the region
beginning in the lower Cretaceous (McMechan 1998). The foothills terrain to the west extends
up to an elevation of ea. 1700m, and consists of a series of west dipping thrust sheets of rock.
The thrusts strike in a northwesterly direction, with the more erosion resistant beds forming
characteristic bedrock ridges (McMechan 1998). Kananaskis Country has been subjected to
repeated glaciation, most recently during the Late Wisconsin period. Ice began to withdraw
from the study area in the east ea. 11 500 years before present, leaving large deposits of coarse
alluvium and fluvial sediment throughout the eastern front (MacDonald et al. 1997).
The vegetation cover that exists within the study area falls within a foothills/lower
subalpine classification (Hallworth and Chinnappa 1997), using a categorisation that is based
upon a combination of climate, geographic and geologic situation. The foothills vegetation
zone covers approximately ten percent of the Forest Reserve, and consists of forested belts of
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides), and white
spruce (Picea glauca) . It acts as a transitional zone b etween the eastern aspen grovelands and
grassland dominated prairies, and the conifer dominated subalpine uplands, supporting a
combination of higher elevation tree and forb species, as well as plants more characteristic of
the fescue grasslands and aspen parkland (Hallworth and Chinnappa 1997) .
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Progression to the west leads into the higher elevations and the lower subalpine region,
which range between ea. 1200-1800m. Lodgepole pine and Engelmann spruce (Picea

engehnannz) are the dominant forest tree species, with trembling aspen occurring in association
with fine grain silty deposits characteristic of old glacial lakes (Hallworth and Chinnappa 1997).
The lower sub-alpine zone contains greater extremes of site conditions than the foothills zone,
with dry exposed ridges and scree and gravel covered streambeds that foster such species as
limber pine (Pinus flexilis), and very wet riparian zones dominated by Engelmann spruce.
Forest canopy density and size of patch is generally larger in this zone, and the presence of
shade tolerant shrubs such as Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicmn) and feather mosses (e.g.

Ptillium crista-castrensis) are common. The area is subject to frequent natural disturbances,
notably fire but also insect infestations, which have an impact on both stand age and to a
certain extent, species composition (Webster and Johnson 2000).
The climate of Kananaskis Country is transitional between the continental plains and
the wetter, milder climate to the west of the Continental Divide. The study area has a
transitional plains - cordilleran climate, with cold winters, warm summers, and a defined
summer precipitation maximum and winter minimum (Hare and Thomas 1974). The average
January temperature is -10°C and in July is 14 °C, while precipitation peaks at an average of
98.9mm in June and a low of28.4mm in November, with an average of 618.1mm annually
(MacHattie 1970) .

Predictive L and Co ver Modelling Approach
Three classifications were performed to examine and compare the land cover
predictions produced by 1) using spectral reflectance data, 2) biological resource data (namely
wetness and physiologically available energy), and 3) an approach that integrates both spectral
and biological data. Prior to the execution of these classifications , models to characterize the
spatial distribution of biological resources (both wetness and available energy) were applied to
the study landscape, and preprocessing of remotely sensed data was performed. This
processed data was then utilized in the predictive models. All classifications were performed
on a per-pixel basis, using a maximum likelihood statistical approach. Although the
methodological approach detailed here is only one of many possible techniques (considering
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the multitude of different types of data sources and classification algorithms), emphasis is
placed on the comparison between the use of the spectral and biological data sources on
pattern characterization and accuracy.
Spectral reflectance data was obtained from multispectral satellite imagery of the study
area, the technical details of the data formatting and processing found in Appendix A. The
biological resource data (wetness and available energy) utilized in these classifications are
derived from physical and physiological models, respectively, and extended spatially across the
landscape.
Field data were collected to correlate resource and spectral information with gro und
cover vegetation, as well as to provide ground truth data for subsequent accuracy assessments.
Tree species were identified as the primary vegetation type in developing the ground cover
classes, as it is trees that dominate the spectral reflectance from forested areas (of which the
study site is primarily composed) during the summer. Because remote sensing methods do not
perform well in identifying herbaceous and below canopy distribution (as there is no distinct
spectral signature) (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994), these species were not considered.

Remotely Sensed Data
All remotely sensed imagery was processed using PCI Geomatica 8 software.
Remotely sensed data was derived from two satellite images acquired on August 15, 2001 from
the Lands at 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM +). Both a panchromatic and a
complementary Landsat 7 ETM + image of the study site were obtained (Path 42, Row 25) for
further processing and integration of derived bands (Figure 3) into a land cover classification.

Panchromatical!J Derived Lt:fyers
Textural filters based on a gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) (TEX module in
PCI Geomatica) were applied to the panchromatic image of th e study area, producing textural
measures that quantify grey level contrast relations in space. Textural measures provide
information that is distinct from the other spectral reflectance bands, in that they quantify
spatial character and pattern of variability in image tone, rather than direct spectral reflectance
characteristics

Oensen 2000) .

As they are contextual measures, they are based upon the

tonality of the (user defined) neighbourhood in which each pixel is situated. Various land
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Fig ure 3. Input bands utilized in the remote sensing based ground cover classification.
Note that the lighter the color, the greater the value of the measured input, scaled from 0
(darkest) to 255 (lightest). Input bands that measure texture were derived with a 3x3 pixel
filter.
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cover classes have characteristic or distinctive textural features, and the inclusion of these
variables provides an important discriminatory element (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994).
Texture is included in the prediction of vegetation pattern as it has been demonstrated
to be a valuable tool in defining and delineating both plant assemblages (from a structural
standpoint) and non-vegetated landscape features (Wang and He 1990, Haralick et al. 1973).
As different plant groups have both different physiognomies and different canopy
arrangements, the contextual information provided by texture measures can often delineate
plant types even when spectral reflectance values are very similar (Franklin 2001). A window
size of 3x3 pixels was chosen to minimize the amount of textural generalization relative to the
pattern of vegetation and land cover distribution, because the image spatial resolution is at a
relatively coarse scale of 30 x 30m per pixel. Textural m easures were chosen to provide the
greatest amount of information while minimizing the redundancy included in that information.
Thus, the textural measures chosen were those that are minimally correlated (i.e. independent
measures) (Haralick 1979, Connors and Harlow 1980). These texture measures included in the
land cover classification are homogeneity, entropy, correlation, and GLCM m ean.
Homogeneity is a measure of the amount of consistency of tonal values that exist
around any point in the image, and thus a measure of the similarity of a pixel to its
neighbourhood. E ntropy is used as a textural measure of the amount of disorder surrounding
any point in the image, of the amount of chaos and disorder that is present in the area in
relation to a particular pixel CT ensen 2000) . These two derived characteristics of the
panchromatic image are the most intuitively accessible measures indicative of the structural
pattern created by various features in the image. Regarding tree distribution, the different
spatial arrangement of tree species and their growth habits create distinctive stand structures
with respect to these measures, which are potentially distinctive enough to allow for
discrimination between stand types. For instance, the spacing of tree crowns and canopy
constitution of deciduous forest stands is very different from those of coniferous stands
(Hallworth and Chinnappa 1997), resulting in different m easures of both homogeneity and
entropy. These measures are also very useful in distinguishing amongst non-vegetated classes,
whose uniformity and disorder are often quite distinct (e.g. lakes vs. city areas).
Correlation and m ean are more abstract textural measurements, and are included in the
analysis as they are measures that are generally independent of the other GLCM based textures
(Hall-Beyer 2000) . Correlation provides information regarding the dependence of tonal value
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between one pixel and those in the surrounding neighbourhood. Mean in this case is not based
directly on the raw image values, but on the GLCM. Therefore, the measure reflects an
average of the frequency of a pixel value occurrence in combination with neighbour pixel
values. It remains a generalizing measure of the tonal values that surround any particular pixel,
and reduces extreme value occurrence (Hall-Beyer 2000).
All of the textural measures described are important in detecting structural differences
that characterize different land cover features. Importantly, these measures have proved
valuable in distinguishing between human-derived features, non-vegetated areas, and vegetated
areas (Franklin 2001 ), as these groups are often very distinct in terms of their spatial
arrangements and internal structure. The applicability of texture and its value as a land feature
discriminant in land cover classification diminishes, however, when the structural and spatial
arrangement patterns of different features converge (Franklin 2001).

Landsat ETM + Derived Lqyers
Six raw Landsat ETM+ bands (Bands 1-5 (0.45-1.75µm), and 7(2.09-2.35µm)) were
manipulated in order to gen erate band ratios and to reduce the dimensionality of the raw data.
The data derived from this manipulation were then incorporated into the classification
procedure as classification variables.
The

DV1 is a commonly derived band ratio that is used to detect and characterize

vegetated areas, and is particularly useful in distinguishing between (green) vegetated and nonvegetated areas of a study image Oensen 2000). NDVI has also demonstrated a correlation
with leaf area index, and has been used as a proxy measure of foliage density and area
cover(Curran 1983,Wyle et al. 2000). In this regard, a N D VI is useful due to the distinctive
spectral reflectance of vegetation in the near infrared vs. the red wavelength portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum . Vegetation, due to the physical spectral characteristics of
chlorophyll and the water content of the tissues, absorbs highly in the red wavelengths (which
are used to drive photosynthesis) , and moderately in the near infrared, resulting in a
pronounced difference in the reflection of thes e two wavelength bands. In non-vegetated
areas the difference in band reflectance is not as pronounced as the influence of chlorophyll
dense tissue is not present Oensen 2000). Thus, there appears a sharp distinction between
vegetated and non-vegetated areas when the NDVI is utilized, and areas that are rich in
chlorophyll pigments (and high in photosynthetic activity) are highlighted.
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A principal components analysis (PCA) is a useful method

to

reduce the

dimensionality of the spectral data that is collected by multispectral platforms, due to the high
level of correlation that occurs between various reflectance bands. As a high reflectance value
in one band at one location in an image will likely result in a correlated (positive or negative)
reflectance in another band, there is much redundant information CT ensen 2000, Lillesand and
Kiefer 1994). The utility of the PCA is that it produces uncorrelated images that can be used
in further analysis, avoiding the incorporation of redundant information that can statistically
reduce the accuracy of the classification (Franklin 2001). This transformation of the spectral
data is subject to the particular spectral characteristics of the particular image under study, and
the interpretation of these image channels becomes abstracted. The tasseled cap analysis
(TCA) performs a similar function as the PCA, however the data is transformed based on
predefined coefficients, rather than being subject to the variation found in the image itself.
Both of these transformations were generated and subjected to band selection procedures to
determine which was more appropriate for the classification of the image of the study site.

Ancillary Data

An elevation gradient is incorporated with the spectral data as an ancillary data source
(see Appendix A), as studies increasingly use such topographically related variables in primarily
remote sensing based approaches (e.g. Chernoff 2001). Certain vegetation types have shown
to segregate upon an elevation gradient (Bridge 1997), and though elevation is not necessarily a
mechanistic variable in this distribution, it has demonstrated effectiveness in improving
classification accuracy (Franklin and Wilson 1994). Further, certain non-vegetated land cover
classes have a clear association with elevation (such as bare mountain peaks) and thus it is an
important variable to include for a thorough picture of the empirical variables that are
correlated with land cover. Additionally, slope and aspect measurements are derived from the
Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and they are also commonly included as ancillary variables in
spectral classifications. Similar to elevation, these variables are not physiological determinants
of vegetation distribution, but do demonstrate correlation with these distributions (Busing et
al. 1993).
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Biological Variables - Spatial Resource Distribution
Wetness

The distribution of moisture on the landscape is a very important variable to
characterize, as the availability of water is vital to plant physiological function, particularly with
regards to photosynthesis (Hopkins 1994). Wetness is a measure of the potential moisture
content at a particular site in the landscape, and is largely determined by the water distribution
characteristics of a position's hillslope location and slope angle. In order to generate a wetness
layer for use as a predictive variable in species distribution (Figures 4), each point (pixel) within
the study area landscape is assigned a relative wetness value (J,v) for position (x,y) in accordance
with Beven and Kirkby's (1979) hillslope wetness index:

w(x,y) = ln(A/ tan/J)
where A, the upslope area drained (m 2

•

(1)

m-1), is the area from which the collected water flows

through one meter of contour length, and /J is the slope angle of the site. This wetness index
has found wide application in ecological models (e.g. Bridge and Johnson (2000), Franklin
(1998)), and although it involves simplistic assumptions regarding uniform water loss, it has
proven an accurate model of hillslope water distribution processes upon the landscape (Bridge
1997, Carson and Kirby 1972).
To quantify the area drained by each position on the study area landscape, a flow
accumulation algorithm is executed upon the corresponding 30 x 3Om DEM using the Spatial
Analyst module of ESRI ArcGIS. Following image conditioning processing of the DEM (in
which depressions were filled preventing artificial wetness sinks in the landscape), the
hydrologic modelling unit of Spatial Analyst is used to trace the number of pixels that drain
into any particular pixel in the image. The accumulation algorithm operates as if a drop of
water falls upon each pixel in the image, and by tracing the path of each drop of water, sums
the number of droplets that pass through each pixel. Droplet accumulation is therefore
representative of the number of pixels drained by a particular pixel, and A is obtained through
multiplication of the accumulation number by pixel area.

/J is calculated for each pixel through the use of an ArcGIS Spatial Analyst function
upon the DEM, in which slope is measured as the angle of the plane defined by the vectors
formed by connecting the adjacent left/ right pixels and upper/lower pixels. This slope layer is
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Slope

Figure 4. Stepwise calculation of wetness index position for each point within the study
area, defined by the 30 x 30 meter digital elevation model (DEM). Slope and Area Drained
measures are calculated from the DEM, and used to generate the wetness layer (following
Beven and Kirkby 1979).
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then converted into radians and overlain with the upslope area drained layer (A) within the
GIS, from which the spatial distribution of wetness index positions the study site is calculated
through the use of the Arc raster calculator to compute equation 1. The resulting layer is a
quantity that describes potential wetness at a given site, reflecting the geographic
distributive processes that operate in the given landscape. On the basis of this index, gently
sloping low land areas at the base of a hillslope will have a high ranking on the wetness index
due to small drainage angles and a large area of upslope water collection relative to downslope
drainage area. Conversely, higher elevation ridges will have a low ranking on the wetness
index due to steep slope angles and very little collection area relative to the area into which it
drains (Beven and Kirkby 1979). Every point on the study landscape is thus assigned a
quantitative characterization of wetness.

Available Energy

The energetic model utilized as a relevant predictive variable in tree species distribution
is one that interprets raw measures of energy (both temperature and short wave solar
radiation) to reflect plant physiological utili ty, by assessing the contribution of raw energy in
relation to photosynthetic operation. The model of energy available (e derived originally
0

),

from Running (1984) and interpreted by D ymond (1998), translates raw physical meas ures of
potentially available energetic input into a measure of biological utility. The model thus
provides a physiologically relevant variable in the prediction of cover. It is this measure that is
calculated and defined for each point in the study area (Figures Sa-c) and extended spatially
throughout the study landscape within a GIS, and then utilized in the predictive land cover
algorithm. The model of energy available for location (x,y) is:

(2)
where ~CO 2 is the carbon dioxide gradient across the leaf surface (between the atmosphere
and leaf carboxylation site), g is the mesophyll conductance (cm· s-1), and k
11

x

1110

is the leaf

conductivity of water (cm·s-1) . As ~CO 2 is a negligible gradient under the atmospheric and
physiological conditions under consideration, following Running (1984) it is incorporated at a

constant value of 6.0 x 1o-6g · cm-3 . Calculations of e are based upon energetic measurements
0

for the month of July, as July has both the highest average maximum temperatures as well as
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Figure Sa). Stepwise calculation of g over the study area. Incident solar radiation (I) for
each point on the landscape was derived using the solar radiation Arc Macro Language
program of Kumar et al. (1997) . Temperature was derived using the empirical relation of
Janz and Storr (1977) . b ). Stepwise calculation of k ax over the study area. Temperature
was similarly derived using the empirical relation of Janz and Storr (1977) . c). Integration
of calculated spatial values of g and k ax for determination of energy available (ea)
111

111

111

111
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the greatest amount of direct solar irradiation for the year (MacHattie 1970). July values are
utilized as it is in this month in which energy use potential is the highest and conditions are
most amenable to growth. Available energy during July is thus a more relevant predictive
measure of plant occurrence than energy available, for example, in October, when growth
conditions are much less favourable.
Mesophyll conductance (gJ , which is a measure the ability of plant inner leaf tissue to
transfer and conduct water, is itself an spatially dependent entity, as it is determined by
spatially influenced variables (Figure Sa). g,}/ varies across the landscape according to spatially
variable raw energetic input, namely incoming solar irradiance and temperature, and is
described by Running (1984) as follows:
Cm = (I-lo/ 1-lo.s) (0.0182+0.0105 · 7j+ 0.000194 (7j)

where I is the incoming solar radiation

CvJ ·cm-2), 10 is

2

)

(3)

the light compensation point, where net

photosynthetic output is zero (set at a constant 0.001 W · cm-2) (Running 1984), 10_5 is the
irradiance at which gm is half of its maximum value, taken as a constant (0.0225 W · cm-2), and

½is the mean maximum July temperature. ½is another spatially dependent variable, which is
described in equation (5). The remaining constants are empirically fitted values, based on a

variety of coniferous species as described by Running (1984). As in Dymond (1998), this
particular model and these values are maintained for the prediction of all tree species.
Otherwise, an a prion· knowledge of non-coniferous species distribution would be required.
Additionally, energy available is correlated amongst species (Running 1984), and as such the
model remains reflective of energetic requirements of non-coniferous trees. For other
species, non-coniferous species, the model parameters would differ, but the form of the
relationship would be maintained (Running 1984), and as such this model is used to represent
a general case regarding the translation of raw energetic measures into biologically available
energy.
The spatial distribution of the incident solar radiation (I) gradient is quantified using a
. topographic modelling approach as described by Kumar et al. (1997). The model uses a D EM
in order to derive topographic conditions relevant in the calculation of both direct and diffuse
solar radiation for each position on the landscape. The model incorporates the contribution
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and effects of altitude, elevation, surface gradient (slope) and aspect, as well as the positioning
of neighbouring surfaces (Kumar et al. 1997). As in Dymond (1998), the incoming shortwave
solar radiation is calculated for an average July minute. Within E SRI ArclNFO, the Shortwave
Arc Macro Language (AML) program was executed upon the DEM of the study site,
generating total incoming solar radiation at hourly intervals and producing day total layers for
each pixel within the study area. The Shortwave AML program computed a daily average of
15 hours of solar input for the month of July. Monthly solar radiation totals were derived by
addition of all the d ay total layers within ArcGIS using the raster calculator, then divided by
total number of insolation hours to obtain average hourly radiation inputs, then finally
converted to average minute totals.
Leaf conductivity (k) is a measure of the amount of water that a leaf is able to transpire
from within the plant to the atmosphere. As water is a byproduct of photosynthetic
operation, k is a proxy variable used as an indicator of photosynthetic activity (Hopkins 1995)
as it reflects the amount of water that is produced through this process. kis a temperature
dependent variable, and as temperature itself is spatially determined, k is also a spatially
distributed physiological quantity (Figure Sb). It is defined as follows, for the month of July, at
w hich point monthly average temperatures at a given elevation (T1) are high es t, and
photosynthetic activity is similarly at a peak:

k = ksat + (ksat •
where

k sat

j • (

T_,- 10))

(4)

is leaf conductivity when plants are not under water stress (taken as 0.15 cm· s-1) and

i is the change in leaf conductivity due to air temperature. Based on Running (1984), i varies at

a rate of 0.003cm · s-1 • °C when air temperature is maintained above 10°C.

k max

is the

maximum value of k at a given elevation based on a saturated starting condition and highest
possible yearly temperatures, which occur in this study area during the month of July Qanz and
Storr 1977).
Maximum average July temperatures (T1) for use in the above formulations are derived
from a linear regression relationship with elevation as derived by Janz and Storr (1977), and
based upon eight years of data from seven weather stations derived from a Kananaskis
watershed. The relationship is as follows:
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1j = 32.7 - 0.00771 · E

(5)

where E is the site elevation in meters and temperature is measured in °C. Upon
determination of g, and kmax, for each point on the landscape, these values were input into
11

equation (1) to determine the energy available for photosynthesis at each point (Figure Sc).
Thus, geographic variables are incorporated into the prediction of land cover, but in an
integrative manner that combines these variables and relates them to resources that are
important to plant physiological requirements and distribution. These geographic variables
themselves are not directly responsible for plant species occurrence, but are necessary to
include in understanding those ecological variables that are directly responsible for plant
distribution.

Field Sampling
Vegetation coverage and distribution data were collected within the study area during
the summers of 2000 and 2002. Field data were subdivided and used to train the classification
algorithm and to assess the accuracy of the resulting cover predictions. Forest stands were
chosen for sampling through the use of both topographic (1 :SO 000) maps (Canada
Department of E nergy, Mines, and Resources, Surveys and Mapping Branch 1972, 1977, 1980)
as well as airphoto coverage (Alberta Energy and Natural Resources 1988, Foto Flight Air
Survey and Geodesy Remote Sensing 1984). Stands were chosen to represent a wide variety of
hillslope situations, varying in elevation, slope, and aspect. Stands were chosen that were
visually homogenous in structure (including height, density, and canopy closure) over a
minimum area of 2km 2 . The models are thus designed to characterize features of this size or
larger. Stand GPS coordinates were collected and differentially corrected to a distance of Sm.
Additionally, sampled stands were chosen as those that showed no indication of
human development (s uch as cattle grazing, timber harvest, or agriculture) or recent
catastrophic disturbance (including fire or insect infestation). Also, stands were only sampled
if there was no indication of standing water or major discontinuities in geographic situation
(such as major elevation breaks or changes in slope or aspect). Stands were chosen to be as
internally uniform and consistent as possible to prevent the introduction of confounding
elements, which would affect vegetation distribution calibration. The stands selected were
only those that were established, undisturbed, and free of standing water, as the vegetation
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patterns in sites that do not meet these criteria are not necessarily representative of that found
in sites of similar geographic situation. These extraordinary environmental conditions can
result in a vegetation composition reflective of a local environmental microsite or human
activity, rather than a larger regional pattern.
The vegetation sampling protocol adopted follows the point-centered quadrat method
as described by Cottam et al. (1953), and was used to assess the canopy and understory tree
cover, shrub layer, and herbaceous layer composition. Established within each sampled stand
was a 15 point transect, following the elevation contour of the stand, with each point spaced
15 m apart. Slope and aspect measurements were recorded using a clinometer and compass, as
were a visual estimate of canopy closure and a notation of any unique environmental
conditions. At each point along each transect, a quadrant system was defined. In each
quarter, the nearest species of canopy and understory tree to the center point is noted, as is the
distance and diameter at breast height (dbh). Within each quarter, herbaceous species cover is
also noted by recording presence data for each species observed within a 25 x 25cm square,
and used as a measure of stand consistency.
Importance values for each species were calculated thro ugh the use of a synthetic
species index (Greig-Smith 1983) for each of the canopy trees found within each sampling site.
The importance value is a measure of the presence of each species in a sampling site relative to
the presence of all other species (see Appendix A). The synthetic index for a particular species
in a site is an average of the basal dominance (area of each tree species relative to all tree
species), relative density (number of nearest individual species along transect relative to all
nearest individual species) and relative frequency (absolute frequency of the species relative to
the sum of the absolute frequency of all species).

Land Cover Prediction
Before performing further data manipulation, all data layers were set at the same spatial
resolution (30m x 30m pixels) and to the same datum (North A merican Datum 1927). In
addition, all layers were clipped to the same overlapping coverages to ensure that each point
on one layer was referenced to the same geographic position on all other layers (see Appendix
A). These layers were then imported into PCI Geomatica for classification of land cover.
Three classification approaches were used and compared, each of which incorporated different
sources of data. A classification was performed using data derived from 1) remotely sensed
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spectral data and ancillary data, 2) biologically relevant resource gradients, derived .a priori, and
3) a combination of both these data sources.

Unsupervised Classification
An unsupervised classification of the study area image was p erformed with the spectral
data in order to explore the spectral properties and characteristics o f the Landsat image, and to
investigate potential class structure and ground cover distribution. The unsupervised approach
is used to identify spectrally distinct groupings on the landscape, without a priori knowledge of
the actual distribution informing the classification Qensen 2000). This classification is used as a
heuristic tool in deriving a class scheme for use in the supervised cla ssification, particularly
with regards to the non-vegetated classes. The class scheme that is derived is used for each of
the three classification approaches to allow for comparison amongst the results .

Coverage Class Training
Non-vegetated class training areas and accuracy assessment points were identified
through the cross referencing of airphoto, forest inventory (Alberta Forestry, Lands, and
Wildlife 1990), and topographic map data with a false colour composite of Landsat ETM +
image layers. The non-vegetated classes that were distinguishable on the Landsat image
(informed by the unsupervised classification) for which training classes were developed include
1) snow covered slopes 2) cleared (industrially developed) land 3) agricultural land 4) rivers and
5) lakes. Training sites were defined through visual inspection of the Landsat image with
complementary information derived from the topographic maps and airphotos. Accuracy
assessment points (154 in total) were chosen randomly within each of these classes (and
spatially located across as much of the image as possible), and training sites were not
developed around these points to avoid circularity in the modelling accuracy assessment.
The vegetated land cover classes were defined to reflect the dominant canopy tree
species, as it is the canopy that is the major contributing factor to the spectral reflectance in
the forested areas of the remotely sensed image. The vegetated classes initially defined were
labeled 1) Pinus contorta (Lodgepole Pine) 2) Picea glauca (White Spruce) 3) Populus tremuloides
(Trembling Aspen) 4) Populus balsamifera (Balsam Poplar) 5) Picea/ Populus (Spruce/ Poplar) and
6) Picea/ Populus/A bies (balsamea) (Spruce/ Poplar/Fir). Each sampled stand was assigned to
one of these classes, based on the species importance values derived from the synthetic index.
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For assignment to a particular class, the stand must have had at least 33.3% importance for the
named specie(s). Two thirds (400) of the sampled points were randomly chosen to develop
training sites for the spectral classification, and the remaining third of the data points (207)
were reserved for accuracy assessment. The GPS coordinates of the sampled points are used
in addition to airphoto interpretation and forest inventory map s to define homogenous areas
for the development of the training signature.

Band Selection and Class S eparabiliry
Upon completion of training site selection, input bands for the remote sensing
classification approach were chosen based upon their ability to distinguish each training class.
Although many bands were selected a priori, (such as the non-correlated textural measures),
they were still examined in terms of their contribution to separability, and subject to removal.
Assessment of separability was performed both through pairwise scatterplot examination, as
well as with calculated Bhattacharyya divergence distances. Bhattacharyya distances were
considered to represent high separability if values were greater than 1.9 (following Richards
1986). However, in the biological resource approach to vegetation prediction, input bands
were chosen a priori, (i.e. energy availability and moisture index position) and thus class
separability was not a determinant in selecting band inputs. The biological resource data were,
however, examined for separability trends post-classification.
Band separability was used as a data channel selection criterion in the remote sensing
approach. Textural inputs, PCA bands 1, 2, and 3, and Tasseled Cap bands 1, 2, and 3
(brightness, greenness and wetness) were assessed regarding data contribution and class
discernment (based on divergence measures) . Bands that resulted in the highest visual
separability (based on a pairwise band assessment) and in the highest separability as measured
with Bhattacharyya distances as a divergence measure were included in the final classifications.
Additionally, cover classes were reassessed during the band separability examination, and were
merged or eliminated if the particular class was not able to b e resolved.

Supervised Classifi,cation
Maximum likelihood based classification algorithms were executed for each approach
(within PCI Geomatica), as they represent a statistical methodology that is robust to deviations
in assumptions of spectral normality (Franklin 2001). The same ground cover class structure
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was used for each of the three final classifications (the remote sensing based, the biological
resource based, and the integrated approach). Signatures for each cover class were derived
using the same training site locations in each approach in order to maintain comparability
between classifications.

Accurary Assessment
The accuracy of the resultant classifications was determined using 207 field data points
as ground truth data. These georeferenced points were imported into the classified image, and
the predicted class compared to the actual sampled class. Sampling locations not utilized in
the training signature development were used as assessment points for each cover class to
avoid circularity in comparing prediction results to the data that informed the model. For the
non-vegetated classes, 154 assessment points were derived from topographic maps, airphotos,
and forest inventory maps, and were stratified by cover type, and were randomly distributed
within these cover types. Classification approaches were compared with the kappa statistic.

Results

Band Selection and Coverage Class Organization
On the basis of the divergence measures generated through an iterative process of
inclusion and exclusion of data bands for the initial spectrally based classification, it was
determined that certain vegetation classes were very difficult to distinguish, regardless of the
combination of bands tested. As such, the Populus tremuloides and Populus balsamifera classes were
merged together as they have very similar signatures and are of the same genus. As they are so
closely related taxonomically, it was not surprising that they are difficult to distinguish because
they are expected to be also very similar in physiology, structure, and ecological requirements,
providing a basis for the class merging. Further, the Picea/ Populus/ Abies class was merged into
the Picea/ Populus class, as spectral characteristics were very similar and the former constituted a
small number of sites. The non vegetated classes remained the same because all were highly
spectrally separable, and reorganization did not substantially alter separability based on the
biological gradients.
The final classes breakdown includes the following nine categories: 1) sn ow covered
slopes 2) cleared (industrially developed) land 3) agricultural land 4) rivers and 5) lakes 6) Pinus
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contorta 7) Picea glauca 8) Populus 9) Picea/ Populus. The new class structure was maintained for
each of the subsequent classifications.
Following the refinement of the gro und class structure, the spectral data bands were
examined in light of their relevance to class separability. The bands generated through the
PCA were chosen over the TCA, as higher separability overall was observed with the PCA
inputs. As the PCA is sensitive to the variance actually found in the image, and transforms the
data accordingly, it is a measure that varies according to each image, and is difficult to compare
between images

Oensen 2000), but suitable for a single image.

Further, the TCA was

developed specifically in agricultural areas, which is only a small portion of the study area. All
a priori textural measures were retained as they all contributed to a maximal separability of the

new class structure. Similarly, the NDVI was also retained. With these data bands,
separability between the feature classes of the new classification scheme was maximized.

R emotely Sensed Inputs
The spectrally based classification approach results in a highly precise class
distribution, reflected in non-uniform, speckled ground cover groupings (Figure 6) that are
highly heterogeneous. Tree classes are highly intermixed, though there appears to be a faint
east-west sequential grouping pattern. There are not distinct homogenous land cover tracts in
the resulting classification, and the image appears very diverse, often with cover types
inconsistent from one pixel to the next.
The classified image reveals a high level of detail, and a clear delineation of many nonvegetated areas, particularly those that are a result of human disturbance. When compared to
the false colour composite (Figure 2), it can be seen that the mountain peaks are clearly
defined in the classified image, as are the river networks and the lakes in the north of the study
area. In terms of anthropogenic features in the landscape, the clearcut areas scattered north of
the center of the image appear very distinctly. Further, the cleared and developed land that
exists in the northeast section of the image is very clearly defined.
The vegetated areas in the image are much less distinctly grouped than the nonvegetated areas, although rough clusters of species occurrence do appear, and they are very
. heterogeneously distributed. The vegetation class pixels are very mixed, with very small
clusters of species occurring often in the midst of larger species clusters. The Picea/ Populus
class especially has a very random occurrence upon the classified image, with individual pixels
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Figure 6. Remote sensing based ground cover classification of the study area, derived from
a 2001 Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper 7 image of the study area (maximum likelihood
approach). Variables included in the classification are a normalized difference vegetation
index wetness index location (NDVI), components 1, 2, and 3 derived from a principal
components analysis (PCA) applied to the original six Landsat bands, textural measures
(homogeneity, mean, entropy, and correlation), and elevation, slope, and aspect.
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scattered across most of the image, though they do tend to appear in association with the
drainage channels.

In terms of class separability and divergence measures, there is a clear delineation
between the signature separability within the vegetated categories and within the nonvegetated categories (Tables 1,2). While each non-vegetated class and all other ground cover
classes are easily distinguishable (having high pairwise divergence values), the spectral
signatures of the vegetated classes show a high degree of confusion among thems elves. The
non-vegetated classes are very distinct spectrally, both from each other and from the vegetated
classes (Bhattacharyya distances above 1.9) .
The vegetated classes, however, are nearly indistinguishable from each other,
overlapping greatly with respect to the spectral metrics (Bhattacharyya distances ranging from

0.781187 -1.655891) (Table 1). There is a particularly high level of confusion between the

Pinus class and the Picea class (0.944407), the Pinus class and the Picea/Populus class (1.013758),
and the Picea/ Populus class and the Populus class (0.781187). All of the tree species cover
classes show a high degree of confusion, with no pairwise Bhattacharyya distances above a
value of 1.9. The greatest amount of confusion occurs between the classes that have a mixed
component with those that are identified as pure classes. Considerable confusion also occurs
between species classes that are of a similar functional type (i. e. between coniferous classes or
between deciduous classes).
In considering the accuracy of the classification, there are two measures that were
calculated, the producer's accuracy (errors of omission) and the user's accuracy (errors of
commission) (Table 2). Errors of omission refer to the exclusion of pixels from a class (in the
output classification) to which they belong, while errors of commission refer to the inclusion
of pixels into a class to which they do not belong. On the basis of the 207 points used in the
accuracy assessment, there appears to be a parallel trend in accuracy with the divergence
measures, regarding the discrepancy between vegetated and non-vegetated areas. Specifically,
the highly separable classes (non-vegetated) also exhibit high classification accuracy, while the
less separable classes (those that are vegetated) exhibit low clas sification accuracy. Both the
user's and the producer's accuracy of the non-vegetated classes is consistently above 75%, and
based on the error matrix (Table 2), mo st of the errors are those of commission of tree classes.
A ccuracy of the vegetated classes is much more varied, producer's accuracy ranging
from 23.9% - 96.8%, and user's accuracy ranging from 44.1 % - 87.5% (Table 2). There is a

Table 1. Pairwise separability of training classes, based on the input of remotely sensed data into the classification algorithm.

Separability is measured by the Bhattacharyya distance divergence measure, where values above 1.9 indicate good separability, and
values below 1. 9 indicate poor separability.
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2.000000
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2.00 0000
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T able 2. Classification error matrix of the classification produced with remote sensing data, indicating p airwise classification errors,
with the calculated corresponding producer's and user's accuracy.

Remote Sensing Approach
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high level of confusion among the species classes, and while the classification does result in
some relatively high producer's accuracy (meaning that pixels expected to be o f a certain class
are classified as such) this is often accompanied by a low user's accuracy (meaning that other
pixels not of that class are being included). This is observed in the Picea class (producer's
accuracy - 72.2% , user's accuracy 44.1 %) . The opposite trend is seen as well, with a relatively
high user's accuracy and a low producer's accuracy in the vegetated classes.

Biological Resource Inputs
The classified image that results from the use of the wetness index and energy available
variables is characterized by a very uniform class clustering and distribution, with little
evidence of class speckling or mixing (Figure 7) . Each class occurs in a very distinct cluster,
and there is very little occurrence of individually classified pixels scattered randomly
throughout the image, as there is in the spectrally based classification (Figure 6). There is a
distinct east-west arrangement of the land cover class blocks within the image, which mirrors
the elevation gradient (Figure 3) in the study site.
When compared to the false colour composite image (Figure 2), the conspicuous
features are not apparent in the classified image when compared to the spectrally based
classification, particularly in regards to the non-vegetated features in the landscape. While the
snow-covered peaks are still very distinct, as are a few of the river networks, the other classes
are very difficult to detect, if at all. For example, the clearcut areas and the cleared and
agricultural areas are not apparent, and there is not the level of definition of these classes as in
the spectrally based classification.
In terms of the vegetated classes, there appears to be a sequential order to species
occurrence. The Picea/ Populus class dominates in the east, grading into a mixture of the Populus
and Picea dominated classes, followed by the Pinus class. Each class is clustered in somewhat
contiguous groups, with edges that are much more clearly defined than those found in the
spectral classification. There are few individually classified pixels that appear scattered
randomly throughout the image, and each of the vegetated class appears internally uniform
and relatively pure, more so than the vegetation in the false colour image.
One of the most apparent incongruities between the classified image and the false
colour composite is the amount of water coverage that the model predicts. Almost the entire
northwest quarter of the region is classified as covered in water, while in reality most of the
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Figure 7. Biological resource gradient based ground cover classification of study area (maximum
likelihood approach). Variables included in the classification are wetness index position (w) and
energy available (eJ
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land is agricultural and industrially developed, with naturally vegetated patches scattered
throughout the area. The classified image also results in a large generalization of the shapes of
the ground features, if they are detectable at all. Most notably, many of the cleared and
developed land features in the southern portion of the image area are not classified as such,
but as vegetation. Very little of the image is actually classified as the human altered and
disturbed classes Q.e. agricultural or cleared land), although these classes constitute a significant
portion of the study area.
Regarding the divergence measures (Table 3), the utilization of biological resource
information results in a pronounced difference in the separability within the vegetated and
non-vegetated classes, although it is generally the opposite trend to that observed with the
spectral classification. The gradient signatures derived from each of the different tree species
classes are readily distinguishable, with Bhattacharyya distances generally above 1.9, although
there are exceptions. The Pinus class and the Picea class have low separability (1.1321 79) as do
the Picea class and the Populus Class (1.199421).
The non-vegetated classes show a wide range of separability, between both other nonvegetated classes and vegetated classes. The cleared land class is the least resolvable category
using the biological variables, with very low separability with most of the tree classes. The
water classes in general are very distinct, although there is notably low separability between the
water class and the river (0.912567) and the agricultural class and the river (1.235986). Snow
covered areas are exceptional in that its signature shows a high separability from that of all
other classes, except from the Pinus class. In general, the non-vegetated classes demonstrate
no consistent trend in separability, although it appears that those classes that are
anthropogenic in nature show lower separability with more of the classes than the natural
classes.
The accuracy of the classification (Table 4) is quite variable and difficult to generalize.
The snow-covered areas are classified very well, with 100% producer's and user's accuracy. It
is the cleared land class that is quite problematic, as it is confused with all the tree classes
(reducing producer's accuracy (38.7%)) and tree class pixels are confused for cleared land
(reducing user's accuracy (24.5%)). Agricultural areas are also very problematic and have low
classification accuracy, as there is high confusion with the water classes and vice versa.
The tree classes are similarly as variable in the accuracy of classification, and by
examination of the error matrix (Table 4), much of this is due to confusion with the cleared

T able 3. Pairwise separability of training classes, based on the input of biological resource data into the classification algorithm.
Separabilty is measured by the Bhattacharyya distance divergence measure, where values above 1.9 indicate good separability, and values
below 1.9 indicate poor separability.
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T able 4. Classification error matrix of the classification produced with biological resource data, indicating pairwise classification
errors, with the calculated corresp onding producer's and user's accuracy.

Biological Appro ach
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land class. The producer's accuracy for the Pinus class (67%) is affected by the
misclassification of Pinus pixels as either Picea or cleared land, while usees accuracy is high
(90%) as few non Pinus pixels are assigned as such. The Picea class had no success in
successful classification, as all the reference pixels were misclassified as cleared land or as other
tree species. The most successfully classified tree class is the Picea/ Populus class (producer's
accuracy - 91.3%, user's accuracy - 84%), in which there is little confusion with the other
clas ses, in terms of omission or comission. The Populus class has a good producer's accuracy
(93.5%), but as cleared land is often assigned erroneously as Populus, user's accuracy is
relatively low (54%) . Generally, for all classes under consideration, not only is producer's
accuracy low, but also as errors of omission result in errors of commission for another class,
user's accuracy is also generally low.

Integrated Approach
As measures of slope and aspect are variables that are incorporated directly into the
solar radiation model, they are not used as individual variables in the integrated classification
to prevent redundancy in the data. E levation is retained, however, as it is incorporated into
the energy available model in a much m ore implicit manner, and it does not create as apparent
redundancy as it is so deeply imbedded in other calculations. The texture, NDVI, and PCA
components are maintained with the biological variables , as each variable is independent of
each other.
The inclusion of the data utilized within both the biological and spectral approaches
results in a cover prediction that reflects both influences, rather than a greater resemblance to
the predictions based on one particular data source. There remains an apparent east west
grouping of classes within the classified image (Figure 8), one that roughly follows the energy
available and elevation gradient in the study area, features noticeable in both the biological and
spectral classifications.
The resemblance to the biologically based classification is largely in the sequential
ordering of classes eas t to west (especially regarding the tree classes), with large groupings of
pixels classed similarly. The integrated approach results in an image that is much less
heterogeneous regarding class cover distribution than that produced by the inclusion of only
the remotely sensed inputs (Figure 6). Pixels within the image are assigned a coverage class in
a much less random-appearing fashion when the integrated approach is utilized, resulting in a
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Figure 8. Integrated ground cover classification of study area (m aximum likelihood approach),
utilizing both biological resource gradient data as well as remotely sensed data. Variables
included in the classification are a co mbination of the variables used in the bio logical resource
approach and the rem ote sensing approach.
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much less speckled appearance. The image is markedly different from that produced in the
biological classification, as the northeast portion of the image is not classified as water, but
instead shows the developed features that are actually present.
The spectral data appears to contribute to the classification a ground cover
arrangement that is highly precise (very detailed), although in the integrated classification the
classes are not as disordered as in the spectral classification. The image is also more detailed
than the biological classification, with the edges of gro und classes not as neatly defined, and
with a larger amount of heterogeneity within larger class blocks. Another similar characteristic
that appears to be derived from the spectral data is the ability of the integrated approach to
discern the non-vegetated features on the landscape, such as the clearcuts, the agricultural
areas, the developed land, and the road networks. These areas are very distinct, as in the
spectral classification, but the image is not peppered with individually classified pixels that
interfere with the clarity of the class cluster edges.
The separability difficulties that arise with the spectral and biological classifications do
not appear to be an issue in the integrated approach (Table 5). All of the land cover classes are
highly separable from each other, regardless if they are vegetated or non-vegetated, with the
exception of the Pinus and Picea classes (Bhattacharyya distance - 1.5866).
The accuracy assessment and error matrix (Table 6) indicates an increase across most
cover classes in terms of both producer's and user's accuracy, relative to the remote sensing
and biological classifications. All of the non-vegetated classes show very high accuracy values,
with very little confusion amongst themselves and few errors of omission or commission. The
Pinus class has moderate producer's accuracy (76.6%), with most of the misclassified pixels

being assigned to the Picea class. User's accuracy is higher (93 .5%) , although Picea pixels are
erroneously assigned to the Pinus class. Producer's accuracy of the Picea class (69.4%) is
diminished due to misclassification as either Pinus or cleared land, and user's accuracy (53.2%)
is diminished, as Pinus pixels are erroneously included. The Picea/ Populus and the Populus
classes are classified much more accurately, with almost no confusion with any of the other
land cover classes .
Each classification differs significantly from each other in terms of accuracy, based
upon calculations of kappa variance and kappa hat statistics and pairwise comparison of
classification accuracy (Figure 9). In a comparison of the overall accuracy, the integrated
approach has the highest accuracy values, followed by the remote sensing approach, then the

Table 5. Pairwise separability of training classes, based on the input of both remotely sensed and biological resource data into

the classification algorithm. Separabilty is measured by the Bhattacharyya distance divergence measure, where values above 1.9
indicate good separability, and values below 1.9 indicate poor separability.
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Table 6. Classification error matrix of the classification produced with both remotely sensed and biological resource data,
indicating pairwise classification errors, with the calculated corresponding producer's and user's accuracy.
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Figure 9. Kappa values calculated for each classification approach, based on all classes and for
treed classes only. T he accuracy of each approach was statistically different from each other
(p <0.001) wh en comparing all classes and only the treed classes. Kappa varian ce is not plo tted
as values are too sm all to be observed on the figure. For the comparison of all classes remote
sensing approach kappa variance= 0.00069, biological resource approach kappa variance=
0.000811 , and integrated classification approach kappa variance= 000035. For the
comparison o f the treed classes only, remote sensing approach kappa variance

= 0.00009,

biological resource approach kappa variance = 0.00018, and integrated classification approach
kappa variance = 0.00005.
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biological resource approach. Further, when the accuracy of only the tree classes is compared
between approaches using the kappa statistic (Figure 9), each classification remains
significantly different from each other (p<0.001). The integrated approach still retains the
highest accuracy results, but it is observed that the biological approach has a higher accuracy
than the remote sensing approach in terms of classifying the different tree species.

Discussion
Remote Sensing Based Classification

In conducting a cover classification using a species-level classification scheme, few
approaches solely using remotely sensed data have had success in distinguishing vegetation
beyond a functional or structural level (Franklin 2001). In this study, the ground cover classes
include broad, spectrally distinctive non-vegetated areas as well as less spectrally distinct
species-level classes. This classification scheme is one that is more discriminating than the
functional or structural level that is the limit of the effectiveness of a remotely sensed
approach. This is a limitation that arises due to a similar physical structure and reflective
character that occurs amongst many species and results in the overlap of spectral reflectance
patterns. Also, as forested stands are often of a mixed species composition, and include the
reflectance effects of the understory, spectral signatures are generally of a high variance, and
difficult to distinguish from those of other vegetated classes.
These difficulties in resolving differences in vegetation at the species level are observed
in the spectral classification, where a large amount of confusion between the structurally
similar coniferous classes, Pinus and Picea is evident. The species have comparable biomass
structure, leaf morphology, and pigment content, which results in spectral reflectances that are
difficult to distinguish. Though there are differences in physiognomy and tree spacing, these
differences are often not detected spectrally, or sufficient for the textural filters to discern,
particularly at the relatively coarse spatial resolution of the Landsat image.

s Pinus stands are

structurally more open than Picea stands (having a greater tolerance for solar radiation)
(Hallworth and Chinnappa 1997), they have a greater spectral variance due to the contribution
of non-canopy reflectanc . Thus it is not surprising that Pinus areas are often misclassified,
having a lower producer's accuracy than the Picea class. fhe Picea class, with a more
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homogeneous and closed canopy, is less spectrally variable, and these areas are less subject to
misclassification, reflected in the larger producer's accuracy.
Interestingly, the Popuius class has quite a high success in producer's accuracy, as the
structure of the deciduous trees and the spectral reflectance is quite different from that of the
two coniferous classes, and the texture is quite different from the non-vegetated classes.
User's accuracy, however, is lowered as a result of the misclassification of the mixed

Picea/ Popuius class with the Popuius class, attributable to the spectral similarity that arises as the
mixed classes contains the pure class.
The heterogeneity within forested areas is also problematic for the spectral
classification, demonstrated by the large amount of confusion between the Picea/ Popuius class
with both the pure Picea and Populus classes, and also to a lesser extent with the Pinus class. As
the spectral variance of the mixed class is quite large, it encompasses the spectral variance of
its constituent classes. Thus, the classifier has difficulty in assigning individual mixed pixels,
and tends to assign them to one of the pure classes. The confusion of the Picea/ Popuius class
with the Pinus class is a result of the coniferous similarity with the Picea component.
The errors that arise in misclassification are not only evident in producer's accuracy,
but also impact user's accuracy due to the inter-relation between the measures. In particular,
the Pinus and the Picea/ Popuius classes, due to relatively high spectral variance, are mistaken for
other land cover types. This misclassification results in a lower user's accuracy for the classes
with which they are confused, resulting in distribution maps of low reliability. The low
accuracy is also related to the amount of disorder that is found in the classified in1age, with
individual pixels scattered throughout the image that are not assigned the same class as their
neighbours. This is possibly the result of structural inconsistencies on the landscape and
actual class mixing, or more likely a function of spectral signatures overlapping, resulting in the
speckled appearance of the image. Due to this disorder and heterogeneity, the image pixels
(and the accuracy asse sment points) are prone to be confused with incorrect classes.
The non-vegetated classes are each of such a distincti e spectral and textural character
that they are readily distinguished by the remotely sensed data, and these classes are not often
confused with the treed classes. These areas are relatively homogeneous when compared to
the vegetated sites, structurally and texturally. For instance, the cleared land class is very
unique amongst all the classes, and is not confused with the vegetated areas, which are much
more complex spectrally and texturally. Interestingly, fine distinctions are possible, as water
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(lakes) are discernible from rivers - a result the likely arises from the different spatial contexts
these features occupy, and thus the different textural characteristics.

Biological Resource Based Classification
The general trend observed in this approach is a greater ability to distinguish vegetated
cover classes from each other, with a much poorer ability to distinguish non-vegetated cover
classes from both other non-vegetated classes and vegetated classes. This feature is an
expected consequence of the nature of the data inputs that were utilized due to the explicit
connection of these inputs to biological organization. Non-vegetated classes do not have an
explicit mechanistic relationship to the resource gradients under consideration. Due to this
lack of ecological association, non-vegetated classes are organized within the classified image
based on a loose (or random) correlation with the gradients, one that is highly subjective,
depending on where the training sites were chosen. While the spectral approach uses data
from actual ground sources (i.e. reflectance from ground targets) in classification, the
biological approach does not use a direct measure of actual cover to characterize distribution.
In theory, it predicts what should be present, which is problematic when non-vegetated areas
(and particularly disturbed or altered, normally vegetated areas) are included.
The inclusion of non-vegetated classes, and in particular those that are anthropogenic
in origin (disturbance) underlines one of the largest limitations in the use of biological resource
data in defining the vegetation distribution. The model is ineffective overall when the nonvegetated areas are included, and is the rationale for the limitation of this type of model to
undeveloped study areas. In the biological classification, producer's accuracy of the coniferous
tree classes is substantially reduced due to misclassification into the cleared land class. This
indicates that the resources available in the cleared land areas are associated with the ability to
support coniferous coverage. The cleared land class and tree classes occupy an overlapping
resource space, and in light of the logging history of the area and the harvest of coniferous
trees , this confusion is understandable. The cleared sites are situated where treed areas existed
historically.
The biological resources that are included are not fully sufficient to distinguish certain
specie classes, reflected in the occurrence of the miscla sification of Pinus as Picea, and Picea as
both Pinus and Popuius. The poor performance in accurately distinguishing these species is
reflected statistically in the low divergence measures between classes. The physiological
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requirements of these species with respect to the modeled resources overlap to a certain
degree, which reduces their separability.
It is interesting to note that the Picea/ Populus and Populus classes have a high producer's
accuracy, despite the mixing of one in the other. In these cases, the combination of the
wetness and energy available gradients is able to define a resource space for each class that is
unique. The Populus tree species are quite physiologically distinct from the coniferous trees,
and these areas are classified with high accuracy. It is also interesting to note that the
heterogeneous Picea/ Populus areas are assigned their class accurately, an indication that the
resource space that allows the coexistence of the species is also very distinct, and distinct (and
of relatively smaller variance) from the resource spaces of the constituent species.
Regarding the non-vegetated classes, the biological gradients generally perform very
poorly as predictors of distribution. These land classes have either a random association with
these gradients, or a loose correlation with them, as their positions are determined by other
variables - such as geologic activity or human management plans. Training for the water
classes influences the subsequent classification greatly, as the locations of the training sites
influences the variation in the resource positions sampled. Because of this, and because of the
wide range of wetness and energy available positions that are held by water bodies (particularly
rivers) much of the image is erroneously classified as water.
An exception to this trend is the success that is observed with the snow-covered class.
The ability of this approach to define and distinguish this class using these resource gradients
is attributable to the association of the snow cover class with higher elevations, and also a
certain wetness and energy range. As the Pinus class also has a gradient association with higher
elevations and the associated (low) wetness and (high) energy values (Hallworth and
Chinnappa 1997), there is a low divergence between the Pinus and snow covered classes.
However, the confusion that is introduced by the non-vegetated classes, and the difficulty in
distinguishing among some of the treed classes, results in an overall very low classification
accuracy and reliability. The inclusion of the non-vegetated classes and the effects on accuracy
works to obscure one of the most effective features of an approach that includes biological
resource data, namely the enhanced ability to distinguish tree cover classes at the species level,
in comparison to the purely remote sensing approach. As most approaches that use resource
gradients do not include non-vegetated areas in the classification (Dymond 1998, A llen and
Peet 1990, Austen et al. 1994), the low accuracy observed here is somewhat misleading
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regarding the effectiveness of using resource data to characterize plant pattern at a species
level. Non-vegetated classes were included here in order to provide a basis of comparison
with the remote sensing approach. Though obscured in the approach presented here, the
ability of this resource approach to better define species distribution in comparison to the
remote sensing approach is evident.
Though the remote sensing approach has a higher overall accuracy (Figure 9), the
ability of the biological resource data to provide better discrimination between tree species is
evident when a comparison of tree cover accuracy is made between approaches (Figure 9).
Use of the biological resource data is seen to provide a more discriminating source of data in
separating tree species from each other, as the trees segregate out among these gradients much
more clearly than they do in the spectral bands.

Integrated Approach
Many of the difficulties that arise with the spectral and biological approaches are
mitigated when the two types of data are included in the classification scheme. From the
remote sensing perspective, an additional discrimination of tree species is possible, and from
the biological perspective, the integrated approach allows for the inclusion of non-vegetated
classes and the retention of accuracy. As such, the combination of data types results in a
combination of benefits, resulting in high levels of distribution accuracy.
Fundamentally, the resolution of landscape cover pattern, and vegetation classes at the
species level, is a matter of incorporating the most discriminating relevant variables into
pattern prediction, whether they are spectrally or biologically derived. In this sense, the
spectral information and the biological resource data are both equally valid sources to include
in a land cover classification (as inclusion expands the amount of relevant information
utilized), although with very different theoretical reasons for inclusion.
Combining the two data types is an effective methodology for characterizing
landcover, and in particular vegetation cover at the species level, because when the data types
are combined, each cover class segregates into separate, unique data spaces. The combination
of data types increases the number of dimensions of analysis, and when carefully chosen
allows for the cover classes to be distinguished. It is interesting to note that the spectral
approach is greatly enhanced with the addition of only two resource data gradients, and the
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value of inco1porating biological and ecological theory into the characterization of an
ecological pattern.
The biological data is used to predict potential vegetation cover, while the spectral data
classifies according to spectral reflectance of actual land cover. In certain areas of the image,
this is likely to result in some tension between the class choice that is statistically " preferred"
by each data source. The biological preference may be erroneous if other factors (such as
disturbance) are influencing actual land cover, and the spectral preference may b e erroneous
due to a mixed spectral reflectance. A particular pixel may be assigned different classes using
each approach alone, but it appears that through the inclusion of both data typ es, a statistical
compromise is introduced into the decision-making process. When the spectral signature is
more distinct Qess variance) than that of the resource signature, then it will dominate the class
assignment, and vice versa if the biological resource signature is the more distinct. Though
this may not result in accurate classification at all times, it does supply a more informed
assignment of classes that reflects both expected and actual cover.

Sources ofError
The limitation that arises with the inclusion of the biological gradient approach regards
the prediction of ideal vegetation cover, which may or may not coincide with actual cover
patterns. In this study, sampling was performed within forest stands that were mature and
undisturbed. This data was used to calibrate species occurrence with gradient position, and as
such, the resultant predicted distributions do not reflect the presence of disturbed or
intermediate succession forest areas. The land cover classification that is produced reflects the
distribution of relatively undisturbed (approximately 70 years) forest cover types upon
maturity, and does not incorporate the effects of human development or natural disruptive
processes. This is demonstrated in this study, where a large part of the error in t he biological
resource-based classification is attributable to the misclassification o f disturbed , cleared land as
being tree covered.
As newly and continuously disturbed sites are often not consistently associated with a
particular location on a biological resource gradient, these areas remain problematic for
prediction using these resources. However, the classification probl ms associated with forest
age variation effects on plant composition can be mitigated through a sampling design that is
highly detailed and incorporates these disturbed or age-variable classes into a field campaign.
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For instance, if the landscape consists of a heterogeneous mix of forest stands that vaty in age
(and thus composition), field data collection can be executed to take account of this variable
and the output of the model would require that the final classes have an age component. This
would also greatly increase the data requirements, as the training and accuracy points would
necessarily increase due to the increased number of classes.

A further source of prediction error can arise from limitations in the gradient models
to predict small-scale micro-habitats that exist on the landscape. For instance, pockets of

standing water that are not drained in the manner assumed by Beven and Kirkby's (1979)
model would not be detected or predicted with the wetness index used in this study. These
pockets of standing water would result in plant assemblages that are likely to be veiy clifferent
than predicted. Though a minor issue in the study area presented here, in areas where Beven
and Kirkby's (1979) model is less applicable, an alternate moisture related measure would be
required, or a field campaign to characterize the distribution of such anomalous areas.
The measures of accuracy presented in this thesis are also subject to a degree of error,
which arises due to the non- random distribution and limited number of accuracy assessment
points. The field data was collected in stands that were chosen to control for both age and
disturbance (homogeneous), and it is from this data that the accuracy assessment points were
chosen - thus these sites are not necessarily representative of the entire landscape. The actual
landscape consists of stands that are both disturbed and of varying ages, as well as stands that
are more heterogeneous and transitional in composition than those that were sampled. Thus,
the measured accuracy is not wholly reflective of the classification's ability to identify land
cover types on the entire landscape, and in reality is likely lower than what is reported. The
accuracy reported here represents the ability of the model to classify forest stands of a
particular age and disturbance level (i.e. the homogeneous age and disturbance level that was
sampled), and not all forest stands in the landscape. Again, this effect can be mitigated
through a more detailed classification scheme (that samples a number of different disturbance
and age categories) and increased data, as well as the selection of randomized assessment
points across the landscape. The collection of homogeneous training points is necessary to
develop good class separability, but a random collection of assessment points that are not
necessarily homogeneous would provide a more realistic assessment of the model's ability to
classify actual ground cover. However, the accuracy trends remain valuable in highlighting the
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contrasts between the remote sensing and biological resource approaches, and the
consequences of combining the methodologies.

Omclusions
The integration of a conventional remote sensing approach to land cover classification
with an ecologically based resource gradient approach results in a methodology that mitigates
many of the limitations of each constituent approach. This integration results in an
ecologically informed process of distributive vegetation modelling that utilizes complementary
remotely sensed and topographic data to accurately characterize land cover pattern.

This integrated approach has direct application for the pmpose of forest species
inventory, particularly in large, unexplored areas where a field or airphoto inventory is

unfeasible. The advantage of using such a methodology over conventional, labour intensive
ground based inventories must be weighed against the costs of both obtaining the appropriate
spectral imagery and the costs of developing resource models relevant to the plants and the
landscape in question.
This approach can also potentially extend into other areas of forest ecology, including
the characterization of invasive species distribution for both monitoring pmposes and to focus
eradication efforts. Habitat suitability mapping for various wildlife species is another possible
application that requires a reliable characterization of plant occurrence at the species level,
which is made more accessible by an integrated method, especially over large areas. The maps
derived from this model can be combined with an understanding of an animal species' ecology
to further model both that species' distribution and habitat use.
The ability to spatially map vegetation at the species level also has an important
application in visualizing and quantifying habitat connectivity, which is potentially very
relevant in both reserve design and conservation. In addition, knowledge of this spatial
distribution and connectivity is also applicable to metapopulation modelling, as understanding
and quantifying connectivity is very important in understanding movement and dispersal
between population patches.
The forest system examined in this study is one that has only a few dominant tree
species, which are for the most part taxonomically very distinct. The ability of an integrated
approach to map vegetation at the species scale in locales that are very species rich may be
diminished, unless a greater number of biological variables are incorporated, or unless they are
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made more precise. In species rich systems, individual species may be closer in physiological
resource requirements due to similar evolutionary histories and taxonomies, and thus the
resources used must be more precise and/ or diverse to adequately define a niche space at the
species level. Thus, applicability of this model is very contingent on the system of interest.
Although moisture and energywere the resources addressed in this thesis, there are
numerous other resource variables that are similarly spatially defined and can provide valuable
information in predicting and understanding plant distribution. For instance, biogeophysical
processes that determine soil nutrient content form collectively potentially another very
important factor that could be incorporated into the approach presented here. Inclusion of a
greater number of relevant biological variables makes would make the resource space for any
particular species more distinct, and thus would result in a classification that is better able to
distinguish the geographic partitioning of all species.

It is important to note, however, the importance of developing model inputs in the
context of the system to which they are to be applied. Though the variables included in this
project are important in a number of environmental systems (i.e. moisture and energy
available), the models used in the characterization of their spatial distribution is highly
contingent on their geographic situation. As such they must be calculated under particular
assumptions that must be developed regarding the geography of the system of interest.
With the development and proliferation of geomatic technologies and the ability to
easily manipulate spatial data, there is a corresponding increase in the use of these tools for the
examination and analysis of ecological phenomena. These technologies have demonstrated a
very effective use in characterizing landscape pattern. However, in nature the scale at which
these patterns are determined is often limited and the data used in the characterization are
often not mechanistic, but empirical. It is important to note the value of maintaining a
biological context for the examination of these processes, in order to reflect the mechanistic
operation of the system.
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Appendix A Data Processing Protocol
Field Data Importance Values
Importance values for each site were calculated for each tree species based on the
collected field data, using the following equation to derive a synthetic index:

where ZrxJ is the importance value for species x, BrxJis the basal dominance of species x, DrrxJ is
the relative density of species x, and FrrxJ is the relative frequency of species x.
Basal dominance is calculated for each site as:

where A (x) is the total basal area of species x, and A (all) is the total basal area of all species.
Relative density is calculated as:

where DrxJ is the density of species x (number of individuals of species x per number of points
observed) and DrallJ is the density of all species (number of individuals per number of points
observed).
Relative frequency is calculated as:

where FrxJ is the absolute frequency of species x in the site (number of points species x is
observed relative number of points sampled in site) and I.P is the sum of the absolute
frequencies of all species in the site.

Digital Data
Processing of the biological resource layers and the remotely sensed data was
performed using different software platforms, and thus involved the interchange of data
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between these packages. FolloMng is the protocol used for the processing and interchange of
the data between the GIS platforms ESRI ArcView, ESRI ArcGIS, and the remote sensing
package PO Geomatica.

Merging ifDEM tile;
As the study area encompassed separate tiles of available DEM coverages, these tiles
were merged together through the Grid Analyst Extension found within ARCVIEW. These
DEM coverages (82 0 NE, NW, SE, SW, 82 J NW, SW') were produced by Alberta
Environmental Protection, with each tile encompassing a minimum 200m overlap with
adjacent tiles to allow for merging. Elevations for the DEM were d erived using a 100m
spaced grid upon aerial photographs, and from this sampling a 25 x 25m DEM was
interpolated for U1M zone 11 in a NAD27 horizontal datum. Vertical accuracy for the DEM
is estimated by Alberta Environmental Protection to be within 3.0m in open areas, and 5.0m
for vegetation covered areas. The image was generated August 31, 2000.

Wetntss Index caladation
The Hydrological Modelling component within the Spatial Analyst Module of ArcGIS

is used for deriving values of the wetness ('ZRJ index for each point on the DEM, and the
procedure is described below. The specific commands within ArcGIS are provided in
brackets folloMng each step.
1) The image is conditioned and sinks within the DEM are filled, to prevent any artificially
high accumulation values from resulting from artificial depressions in the image. (Hydrological
Modelling - Image C.Onditioning)
2) The accumulation function is then run on this new layer to detennine the number of pixels
draining into each individual pixel. (Hydrological Modelling - Accumulation)
3) The resulting layer or image band is then multiplied (Spatial Analyst - raster calculator) by
the area of one pixel to determine the area drained (A) .

4) Slope (j3) is determined from the DEM (Spatial Analyst - Slope), and converted to radians,
of which the tangent is taken (Spatial Analyst -raster calculator).
5) Wetness is determined from equation 2 and the resultant layers/images from steps 3 and 4
(Spatial Analyst -raster calculator).
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Energy A milalie Gdadation
Incoming solar radiation (1) is calculated in ArcINFO using the ARC Macro Language
program of Kumar et al. (1997). The integration time is set to the minimum of 60 minutes,
and the output layer represents the total shortwave radiation incident on each point for the
month of July. This is converted into Werrf2, and is divided by the total number of incident
solar hours (15 hours of daylight per day, 15 passes) and converted to incident radiation for an
average minute. Average maximumJulytemperatures (T) are calculated using the DEM and
equation (5) with the raster calculator. These values are incorporated into the calculation of g
and k= .
Before these values can be calculated, it is important to note that the raster calculator

will only output an integer layer, and thus the precision and small (10- 6) magnitude of I must be
taken into account. All input layers must therefore be first multiplied by a factor of 10 7 to
preserve precision upon calculation.

OJmersion cffile farrrnts far impart and export
Pa to ARC Transfer
Image bands that are to be manipulated within the ARC environment must be
exported from PO as TIFF files. These TIF files must then be converted into ESRIGRID
format through either ArcCATALOGUE or TOOLBOX. Following manipulation, for
reintroduction into PO use, the resultant ESRI GRID must be converted to TIFF format and
then imported back into PO.

Gippirrg cf Gnerag.5
dipping of all layers is necessary to ensure an overlap of layers and point
correspondence when analysis is performed in PO. The geocoding information of ESRI
Grids is often lost upon export as a TIFF file, so to avoid distortion of images upon
importing, all layers must have the same extent. To define the extent of a grid's area that is
desired for clipping, a polygon is drawn over the image within ArcMAP. This polygon is
saved as a shapefile, and subsequently converted into coverage format within
ArcCATALOGUE. Within the ArcINFO workstation's GRID module, the GRIDO.JP
command is used to clip each grid with the polygon to the desired extent. Image bands from
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PO pix files are imported, clipped, and then exported back into PO for further analysis. All
layers are clipped to the same extent.

Analysis within PC/ Geomatica

Landsat E TM+ irrnge
The remotely sensed imagery used for analysis was obtained from the Lands at E 1M +
sensor for Path 42, Row 25 on August 21, 2001, originating from the United States Geological
Survey EROS Data Center. The image includes a panchromatic band, with a spatial resolution
of 15m x 15m,

while the spectral bands have a spectral resolution of 30m x 30m. The

panchromatic band was re-scaled to the same spatial as the spectral bands resolution using the
REPROJECT function in PO Geomatica to allow for comparability. The data were not
radio metrically corrected (as no image comparison was performed in this project, this is not an
important feature).

Sctding
To prevent the magnitude of any image or information band overpowering the
predictive classification due to a larger, dominating order of variance, all bands are scaled to
values between the rational number scale of 0-255. This preserves the precision of the data,
but retains the variance measures to ensure comparability.

Traimng C!£1Ss deidopnrnt
Training classes were developed initially based on the results of the unsupervised
classification, and labeled by cross-referencing these classes with ground data from aerial
photography, vegetation inventory maps, and the satellite imagery. dass histograms were
examined for any violations of normality, particularly bimodality.

The classes initially defined

were examined in terms of their separability using the spectral bands, and those training sites
that were very difficult to distinguish were merged into other classes. Again, histogram
normality was examined, and the process was repeated in an iterative manner to obtain the
greatest training class separability.
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Appendix B. Species List and Common Names
Latin Name

Common Name

Pinus wntorta Loudon.....................................................................Lodgepole Pine

Pia:a g/auca (Mocrzd-J) Voss ...................................................................White Spruce
Popul,us trerndouks Michx. ............................................................. Trembling Aspen
Popul,us mlsarrefera L.......................................................... .............Balsam Poplar
A bus lasia:arpa (L.) Mill. ..................................................................... Subalpine Fir

